[Magnetic resonance tomography--a possibility for non-invasive meniscus diagnosis. 2. Results of clinical application].
58 knee joints of 57 patients were examined via magnetic resonance tomography. Measurements were effected at 1.5 tesla using SE sequences in multilayer and dual-echo technique. Arthroscopic reference findings were available from all patients, comparison between arthroscopy and MRT in 93 menisci resulted in the present patient group in a negative predictive value of 97.4% and in a positive predictive value of 88.6%. Degenerative changes of the rupture-free menisci could be diagnosed via MRT in 15 cases. Besides the frequently observed central degeneration there were also superficial degenerations and fibrovascular proliferations. MRT can be recommended for pre-arthroscopy screening in suspected meniscus lesions on the basis of the methods of measurement and evaluation presented in this paper.